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Big River, 2 words soon introducing the audience in the sound dimension of this show, 
conceived as an innovative live set, made of guitars, lapsteel guitar and rhythm built 
through the use of loopstation, stompbox percussions and a bit of use of electronics.
Experiencing their own way of playing live in various contexts, the duo band builds and 
consolidates over time a warm and welcoming sound, devising their own idea of   
musical entertainment: the right mix of intimacy and fun.

“A contemporary alternative country, between tradition and experimentation, played with 
the use of loopstations and synths in addition to the classic instruments of the genre.”

After years of intense live activity through Italy and Europe, the band realizes a first work 
named “Live Experience..2017”, in which proposes 13 cover songs arranged in his 
own sound.

Over time, the search for a musical style inspired by great American music telling stories 
taken from our daily life leads the duo to compose unpublished songs for which they also 
make videoclips.

This musical journey is collected in “Girl With Nails Painted Black”, the first EP of un-
released songs.
In 2022 the collaboration with Thunder Music Group begins, and the single “Ride My 
Beer” is released worldwide.

During 2023, with the support of the A-Z Press agency, the band publishes the new sin-
gle “Beers In The Garage”, a completely brand new experiment whose electronic part 
is curated by Fabio “Bronski” Ferraboschi at Buskers Studio (MO).

In 2024 a second album of unreleased songs titled “Mustang Hood” is out, anticipated 
by the single “When We Dance”.

WATCH VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE - https://www.youtube.com/bigriverbandofficial 
LISTEN TO BIG RIVER ON SPOTIFY - https://spoti.fi/3uA3yg5
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MEMBERS:

Federico Martinelli
Singer and guitarist since his beginning, passionate of Blues, Rockabilly and Country 
Rock. He plays and has played since his youth in different bands, composing new songs 
and playing musical entertainment. He is in the music scene of Bologna (IT) for more than 
20 years.

Pierluigi “PG” Punzo
Vocals and guitar, passionate of musical sounds ranging from Rock and Brit-pop, untill 
Blues. Author and composer in various bands over the years in the music scene through 
Rome (IT) and Bologna (IT), he loves to experiment with new sounds through the use of 
electronics.


